TECH SHOW POSTER

About Twenty Men Present At The Meeting—Conditions Announced

The call for men to enter the Tech Show was met with enthusiastic response. About twenty men, mostly from the Sophomore Class, were present at the meeting held yesterday afternoon. E. L. Lucas, Publicity Manager of the Show, outlined the conditions of the competition.

The general idea of the poster should be the same as that expressed in the name and plot of the Show. It is desirable that the picture have life and action. Only two solid colors, beside black, may be used, and yellow or red should be avoided if possible. For several years the poster has contained one of these colors, and so some change is felt to be necessary. The size is twenty by forty inches.

No single man must bear the words "Tech Show" in a prominent place, as well as the title "Royal John," which need not be so prominent. There must also be a blank space in the poster for the location of the date and place of the performance.

Entries must be submitted, practically completed, on February 11, for a preliminary examination. Last year some did some work on their pictures during the mid-year vacation, so as to have plenty of time for a good job.

NO HOCKEY TRIP

Unable To Secure Enough Games—New Manager Appointed

There will be no mid-year trip of the Hockey Team as was previously announced, owing to the fact that the managers were unable to secure enough games to make up the required expense. The only games secured were with Cornell, Syracuse and the Army, and all these have been cancelled. To replace the trip a side competition will be arranged nearer Boston. Massachusetts Aggies and Amherst are on the list, and it is expected that other names will be added. Neither of these will be played at the Arena.

The resignation of Manager Goodell, due to pressure of work, has been announced and Assistant Manager MacRea has been appointed in his place.

1511 CLASS DINNER

The Class of 1911 will hold its next Class Dinner in the Union, Saturday night. The guests will be brought in by the car from Wellesley College and the Boston and New Haven Railroad, the meeting place being only 4 to 3. The interest was not determined until the last two minutes of the game.

Both teams showed a great improvement since they played last. The Institute men displayed better teamwork than in any other game of this season, but the men seemed a little less in condition, due to lack of practice.

Tufts was, which was a strong favorite on account of its victory over the strong Massachusetts Aggies team, showed much better all-round work than Tech, but was obliged to fight hard for the victory.

In the first half Fletcher scored the only goal in Tech's 4 to 3 victory within the last two minutes of play, but Gaudet of Tufts retaliated immediately by pushing the puck from the side of the rink. For a time the puck went up and down the ice, and neither side could gain the advantage. Finally Fletcher, aided by the good teamwork of the Tech men, succeeded in scoring again. The rest of the half was slow.

The second period was characterized by rough play, Tufts, realizing that she was behind, made every effort to trip and body-checking.

Tech was again placed in the lead by Watson, who worked his way down the ice by good dribbling. Tufts — Tech was defeated by Tufts in its first two minutes of play, but Gaudet of Tufts retaliated immediately by pushing the puck from the side of the rink. For a time the puck went up and down the ice, and neither side could gain the advantage. Finally Fletcher, aided by the good teamwork of the Tech men, succeeded in scoring again. The rest of the half was slow.

The three men of this period were characterized by rough play, Tufts, realizing that she was behind, made every effort to trip and body-checking.